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Abstract

We present a generic framework to manage gap
risk for financial products involving large digital
risks due to discontinuous payouts or barriers for
products priced by solving a partial differential
equation (PDE). The approach modifies the bound-
ary conditions of the pricing PDE so that a given
delta limit is not breached. In comparison to other
techniques such as simply shifting the barriers it
produces much smaller price offsets to the original
fair value. We also discuss how the approach could
be applied to Monte Carlo pricing.

1 Introduction

Most models used in the financial industry to price
derivatives assume that the underlying can be liq-
uidely traded in continuous time. For derivatives
with discontinuous payoff like barrier options a vi-
olation of this model assumption introduces a sub-
stantial gap risk. Consider a short position in a
continuously monitored Down and Out Put (DOP)
option. In a continuous time model the delta may
become very large if the spot is close to the bar-
rier shortly before maturity. If spot jumps down
breaching the barrier the product expires worth-
less, but the trader still has a large long position of
shares which he can not immediately unwind. This
may lead to either large gains (if spot moves up
again) or losses (if the spot goes further down) even
in common market situations. In critical market
situations one often observes that down swings are
clustered so that there may be a lot of barrier hits
on different underlyings at the same time. In such
situations severe losses are the very likely conse-
quence.

A naive approach to circumvent the effect of a
large delta is to simply cut off the delta by a given
delta limit.

There are mainly two disadvantages for this
method. First, just limiting the delta in this way
it is not clear what the impact is on the hedge per-
formance, and hedging costs may increase, espe-
cially in situations where the spot is close to the
barrier but the barrier is not breached. This is also
reflected in the fact that the price is unaffected by
this method, which makes it also difficult to de-
cide how much should be provisioned for the gap
risk. Second this approach is not able to compen-
sate losses which might occur if markets go down
for all underlyings of a certain sector where a lot of
barrier hits may occur and losses may accumulate.

For these reasons banks apply more sophisti-
cated techniques called management techniques or
overhedging to account for the gap risk.

The basic principle of these techniques is to find
a so–called managed product which is conserva-
tive in the sense that for all market parameters the
price is higher (for short positions) or lower (for
long positions) than the price of the original prod-
uct and which has a smaller digital risk in the sense
of smaller maximum absolute deltas.

If the original product is sold to a client the re-
sulting position is booked with the managed prod-
uct into the risk system. Since it is unlikely that
we can can fully charge the difference between fair
and managed price from the customer, the profit of
the trade is reduced. Thus we need to find a man-
aged product with optimal trade–off between man-
agement margin and reduction of the digital risk.

Let us revisit the example with the DOP from
the beginning. One possibility to get a managed
product for the DOP is to simply shift the barrier
down. Obviously this reduces the barrier hit prob-
ability and the managed product will become more
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expensive. At the same time, if the spot is close
to the original barrier, the delta for the managed
product will in general be much smaller (in abso-
lute terms) reducing the delta risk. When the un-
shifted barrier is hit, the original product knocks
out and the trader unwinds his hedge by selling the
shares he is long. Here, the trader benefits from
two things: First, he faces a (much) smaller gap
risk as he has to sell less shares at the lower price
if the spot price moved further down since the delta
of the managed product is smaller than the delta of
the unmanaged product. Second, the trader real-
izes a windfall profit as the managed product still
has a positive value when it is booked out which
compensates losses accounting to the gap risk.

This classical approach of shifting the barrier
may be difficult or even impossible to apply to
more complex products due to the side constraint
that the managed product must be conservative. In
addition, simply shifting the barrier is not optimal
with respect to the fore mentioned trade–off be-
tween managing gap risk and the additional mar-
gin.

To circumvent these problems we propose a
framework which guarantees that the resulting
price is conservative in all situations and which
can be generically applied to all kinds of prod-
ucts which can be priced by backward solving a
parabolic equation. Moreover it may be much
cheaper then the classical managed product result-
ing in lower hedging costs.

For the ease of presentation we restrict our-
selves to the case of short positions in the follow-
ing. The results also directly carry over to long
positions.

To control the digital risk we introduce the pa-
rameter �max which must be chosen a-priori ac-
cording to the liquidity of the underlying (maybe
estimated from numbers such as market capitaliza-
tion or the average traded volume) and the notional
of the trade.

The basic idea of our approach is to compute
the price Ṽ (S, t) by backward solving the usual
pricing PDE with the additional constraints that the
delta nowhere exceeds �max

|@S Ṽ (S, t)|  �max for all S, t . (1)

Here, we omitted other market parameters such as
volatilities, interest rates and dividends for the ease
of notation. The second constraint, that the man-
aged product price must be larger or equal the un-
managed price under all conditions, can be written
as

Ṽ (S, t) � V (S, t) for all S, t. (2)

where V (S, t) is the solution of the PDE for the
unmanaged product.

2 The algorithm

We assume that a finite difference scheme is used
to solve the backward PDE for the price V (S, t)
on a spot grid si, 0  i  N and a time grid
tj , 0  j  M . The price values on the grid
are vji = {V (xi, tj)} and the vector of all values
for a given time slice tj is denoted by vj . The
final payoff is given by a possibly discontinuous
function f and for the ease of notation we assume
that there is at most a continuous lower barrier
at s0 with possibly time-dependent but continuous
Dirichlet boundary values b(t). This setting also
covers discrete barriers as the respective pricing
PDE is solved by subsequently solving PDEs sim-
ilar to that with typically discontinuous final pay-
offs and no explicit conditions at one or both do-
main boundaries. If the product converts at a bar-
rier into another barrier product the second product
also needs to be computed with barrier manage-
ment to get the right boundary values b. Using this
notation the algorithm is.

Algorithm BM

• set ṽM0 = b(T ) and ṽMi = f(si) for i > 0

• compute the smoothed final payoff
vM := Smooth(ṽ, �max)

where Smooth is defined at the end of this
section.

• for j=M-1 down to 0

– solve for vj from vj+1 using the existing
PDE solver but with a modified bound-
ary condition at s0: If

vj+1
0 > b(tj+1) (3)

use Neumann boundary conditions

@SV (tj , s0) = �max

and regular Dirichlet conditions

vj0 = b(tj)

otherwise.

To explain the rationale using Neumann con-
ditions we go backwards from tM to t0. Condi-
tion vM0 > b(T ) indicates that there is an incom-
patibility between the smoothed final payoff and
the boundary values. Therefore using the simple
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Dirichlet condition for time slice M � 1 would
most likely cause a singularity in the pricing PDE
and thus huge deltas in vM�1 which may violate
our delta restriction. In addition, numerical issues
may be introduced due to the singular behaviour.1
To avoid violations of the delta constraint in time
slice M � 1 we might solve an optimization prob-
lem which tries to find the smallest boundary value
b? � b(tM�1) such that solving one step of the
pricing PDE with Dirichlet values b? would still
satisfy the delta constraint. Because vM�1 de-
pends monotone on b? the minimum is achieved
at either b? = b(tM�1) or if @SV (s0) = �max as
also @SV satisfies a maximum principle. This ar-
gument repeats for all other time steps.

For j < M � 1 it is possible to use a more
sophisticated rule to switch between Neumann and
Dirichlet conditions. One first computes a proxy
ṽj0 for vj0, for example, by linear extrapolation and
uses Neumann conditions if ṽj0 > b(tj).

We now describe the algorithm smooth to
compute the smallest vector v � u which fulfills
the delta constraint.

Algorithm v := Smooth(u, �)
// right sweep
w0 := u0

For i = 1 to N
wi = max(ui, wi�1 � �(si � si�1))

// left sweep
vN := wN

For i = N � 1 to 0
vi = max(wi, vi+1 � �(si+1 � si))

end

Proposition Vector v := Smooth(u) is the so-
lution of the optimization problem

min
w

kw � uk s.t. w � u and
����
wl+1 � wl

sl+1 � sl

����  �,

for an arbitrary vector norm k · k.
It is easy to see that the right sweep finds a vec-

tor w � u such that wi � wi�1 � ��(si � si�1).
It is also the smallest vector with these proper-
ties. Assume there is w0 � u with w0

i � w0
i�1 �

��(si � si�1), but Q := {i : w0
i < wi} 6= ;.

Because w0 = u0, i0 := min(Q) > 0. We know
that wi0 = wi0�1 � �(si0 � si0�1) as otherwise

1The case b(T ) > vM0 which would also lead to incompat-
ible final payoff and boundary data cannot happen by construc-
tion of the smoothed payoff.

# time steps price
70 8.755

130 8.755
254 8.754
492 8.753

Table 1. Prices for DOP for different

time steps using the Algorithm 1 with

�max = 2.

wi0 = ui0 . Then

w0
i0�1  w0

i0 + �(si0 � si0�1)

< wi0�1 � �(si0 � si0�1) + �(si0 � si0�1)

I.e. i0 � 1 2 Q which contradicts the minimality
of i0. In a similar fashion one shows that the left
sweep finds the smallest vector v � w such that
vi � vi�1  �(si � si�1). Moreover, the vi also
satisfy vi � vi�1 � ��(si � si�1). This is clear if
vi�1 = vi� �(si� si�1). Otherwise vi�1 = wi�1

and vi � vi�1 =

vi � wi�1 � wi � wi�1 � ��(si � si�1) .

This means that both sweeps together find the
smallest vector v � u such that |vi � vi�1| 
�(si � si�1).

3 Results

For our numerical experiments we stick to the ex-
ample of a DOP roughly 400 days to maturity
where the current spot S is 76, the barrier is 62(=
81%) and the strike 100.5 (= 132%) and a large
dividend of 6% is paid in 15 days and a second one
at T-15d. This was an extreme example in our de-
velopment tests.

In our algorithm we use the well-known Ran-
nacher scheme [6] to switch between implicit Euler
and Crank-Nicholson time discretization, but algo-
rithm BM is fully explicit with respect to the switch
between Neumann and Dirichlet conditions. Thus
it is worth looking at the convergence if the num-
ber of time steps increases. Table 1 shows prices
for different time steps and a delta limit �max = 2.
The results in the table clearly show that algorithm
BM does not deteriorate convergence properties.

In Table 2 we compare the prices of the classical
management technique using shifted barriers with
prices computed by our method. The barrier shift
was determined so that the delta constraint is satis-
fied everywhere in the price surface for spots above
the original barrier level and t < T � 1day. The
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�max classic (shifted bar. level) algorithm BM
1 6.51 ( 62.0 ) 6.51
8 8.28 ( 59.8 ) 6.79
4 12.16 ( 55.0 ) 7.19
2 14.47 ( 52.0 ) 8.76

Table 2. Price for DOP with differ-

ent delta constraints for the simple

barrier shift technique and Algorithm

BM.

table shows a big price difference between the clas-
sical management technique and our method even
for a relatively big delta limit �max = 8 where the
classical method gives a price of 8.29 compared to
6.79 using the generic approach.

In Figure 1 we show the complete price sur-
faces V with and without barrier management for
the DOP. The �max parameter was 4. As we can
see, the price difference is especially large in the
region where the maximum delta occurs, i.e. short
before maturity and close to the barrier. As we
would have expected from the results in Table 2
the price difference is quite small at the beginning
far away from the large discontinuity. Finally we
investigate the performance hedging the DOP us-
ing the managed and unmanaged model. We apply
simple delta hedging where the paths are generated
with the local volatility dynamic which was used
for pricing the DOP. This means that if we would
hedge continuously we would end up with a final
profit and loss with mean zero and zero variance.
However, since we do the delta hedge only on a
daily basis we would expect a non-zero variance.
The barrier is watched continuously using an ad-
ditional random number simulating the conditional
minimum. To account for the gap risk the hedge is
unwound at the end of the hedging interval if nec-
essary.

It is important to emphasize that for the man-
aged product each simulated P&L was reduced by
the price offset to the unmanaged product, as we
assume that we can not charge the price offset from
the customer. To our opinion, although using the
local volatility process to generate the paths on
which we hedge is far away from being realistic,
it is well suited to compare the managed and un-
managed strategies. The reason for this is that the
hedge performance using the same model for back-
testing as for pricing just shows the hedging errors
coming from the discrete hedging what we are in
our case mainly interested in.

Table 3 shows the 5% and 1% VaR and Ex-

unmanaged �max = 10
5% VaR (ES) -2.2 ( -4.9 ) -2.2 ( -3.9 )
1% VaR (ES) -6.2 ( -10.8 ) -5.0 ( -7.8 )

0.1% VaR (ES) -17.5 ( -23.9 ) -11.5 (-14.6)

Table 3. VaR and Expected Shortfall

for the hedge backtest using no bar-

rier management and the manage-

ment with �max = 10.

pected Shortfall (ES) for the hedge tests. The man-
aged strategy reduces the 1% VaR and Expected
Shortfall significantly although we are still using a
quite large delta limit. To see an impact to the 5%
VaR, the delta limit is still too big but nevertheless
we see that the 5% Expected Shortfall is reduced
by around 19%. Note that the initial cost to reduce
the 1% expected shortfall by 3 was only around
0.26 which to our opinion is a very good trade off.

Figure 2 shows the histograms for the resulting
P&L with and without the management technique.
Looking at the P&L histogram for all paths, one
can clearly see that the mean P&L for the managed
product is shifted to the left compared to the un-
managed product. The reason for this is that the
hedge costs for the managed product are higher
which is reflected by the higher price, but we get
just the lower price of the unmanaged product at
the beginning. This is the general disadvantage of
using management techniques: If the barrier is not
hit at the beginning, one has lost money hedging
a more expensive product. On the other hand, the
down side risk is massively reduced. In addition to
the risk measures presented in Table 3 this can be
clearly seen in Figure 2 where also the histograms
of the P&L for all paths hitting the barrier are plot-
ted.

4 Barrier management for

Monte-Carlo products

A barrier management technique similar to the
finite difference case can be easily implemented
in the Monte-Carlo payoff smoothing technique
developed in [1] for auto-callable instruments.
These instruments have discrete monitoring dates
T1, ..., Tm called redemption dates.

For each redemption date a trigger function U
is evaluated at the simulated spots S!(Tk) :=
(S!

1 (Tk), ..., S!
d (Tk))t. Here, d is the number of

underlyings and ! is the path index. If the instru-
ment was not called before, it is called at Tk if
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U(S!(Tk)) � redemption level R. In this case the
owner receives a notional N . If the instrument was
not called until Tm, the owner receives a final pay-
off Fm(U(S!(Tm)). For equity derivatives Fm is
often a piece-wise linear function with jumps.

The digital features make it hard to compute sta-
ble greeks using finite differences with prices from
shifted market data. For that a payoff-smoothing
like technique was developed in [1] which extends
prior work of [2], [3], [5]. In the following we give
a brief description of this method. For reasons of
simplicity we drop discounting cash flows.

First each path is simulated on a time grid which
contains the redemption dates with whatever model
(local or stochastic volatility) and whatever scheme
(Euler, log Euler, Milsthein) one wants.

The path value is computed from back to front
similar to a PDE solver. For the final redemption
date Tm we pick a simulated time point T 0

m <
Tm. Usually the simulated time point right before
Tm. We assume that the spots move locally like a
shifted Brownian motion starting in S!(T 0

m), i.e.
there is a d⇥ d matrix L such that

S(Tm) = S!(T 0
m) + L ·W, W ⇠ N(0, id) .

Now, one introduces a coordinate transform by
means of an orthogonal matrix Q. The last col-
umn h must be such that the function u(S, x) :=
U(S + Lhx) is strictly monotone w.r.t. x in a
sufficiently large neighbourhood of (S!(T 0

m), 0).
This sounds complicated, but is easily verified for
e.g. h = L�1(1, .., 1) and common trigger func-
tions like worst-of or best-of. To compute the path
value one draws d � 1 independent Gaussian ran-
dom numbers X1, ..., Xd�1 and puts them in a d-
dimensional vector X = (X1, .., Xd�1, 0). Then,
the path value is initialized by

V !
m := EXd [Fm(U(S!(T 0

m)+LQX+LQedXd))]
(4)

where ed is the vector with zeros at coordinates
1, ..., d� 1 and equal to one at the d-th coordinate.
This expected value is computed semi-analytically
or numerically. The method is a mixture of Monte-
Carlo sampling – because of X – and local semi-
analytical treatment. Details how to choose e.g. h,
Q and an analysis of the bias can be found in [1].

For other redemption dates Tk, k < m the path
value is updated in a similar fashion. We already
know V !

k+1. Again, we pick T 0
k < Tk and again

assume that there is a matrix L such that

S(Tk) = S!(T 0
k) + L ·W, W ⇠ N(0, id)

and also compute h,R and X as before. The up-
dated path value then is

V !
k := EXd [Fk(U(S!(T 0

m)+LQX+LQenXd))]
(5)

where

Fk(u) :=

⇢
N if u � R
V !
k+1 else .

The final value of the path is V !
1 .

With these prerequisites it is quite easy to intro-
duce the barrier-management technique: one sim-
ply replaces Fk in (4) and (5) by smoothed variants
F̃k which fulfill the constraints

|F̃ 0
k(u)|  �max

F̃ (u) � F (u) .

By that we have that the delta of the managed
instrument can not be larger than �max|rU |1.

As an example we consider an auto-callable on
three underlyings with four redemption dates, the
first being one year ahead, the second two years
and so on.

The trigger function is a worst-of three single
stocks defined relative to the spots at t = 0 as we
assume that the forward start period is just over.

U(S1, ...S3) = min(S1/S1(0), ..., S3/S3(0)) .

The redemption level is always 1. The redemption
notional is 1 and the final payoff is

F4(u) =

⇢
1 if u � 0.6
u else

This test case resembles the situation when the
instrument has just been issued and is traded
for the first time. Table 4 shows prices and
deltas for the plain Monte-Carlo scheme, Monte-
Carlo payoff-smoothing and Monte-Carlo payoff-
smoothing with different levels of �max.

The second test case considers a similar instru-
ment that has been issued 5 years ago and the final
redemption date is just 4 hours ahead. The instru-
ment has not been called before and two spots have
moved down by 20% and one by 40% such that the
trigger function value is right in front of the jump
at 60% in the final payoff. The results presented in
Table 4 show the impact of the management tech-
nique for different maximum deltas on the price
and deltas of the product.
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price �i · Si(0), i = 1, .., 3
MC 0.7389 0.2375 0.2728 0.2855
PS 0.7392 0.2376 0.2710 0.2834
� = 20 0.7470 0.2383 0.2731 0.2848
� = 10 0.7557 0.2375 0.2715 0.2847
� = 5 0.7756 0.2348 0.2683 0.2760

Table 4. Price and deltas for a worst-

off auto-callable for the unmanaged

Monte Carlo method (MC), with pay-

off smoothing (PS) and the man-

aged methods with different maxi-

mum deltas.

price �i · Si(0), i = 1, .., 3
MC 0.7984 0 0 19.484
PS 0.7986 0 0 19.481
� = 20 0.9766 0 0 6.000
� = 10 0.9883 0 0 3.000
� = 5 0.9941 0 0 1.500

Table 5. Price and deltas for a worst-

off auto-callable very close to final re-

demption at trigger level for the un-

managed Monte Carlo method (MC),

with payoff smoothing (PS) and the

managed methods with different max-

imum deltas.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a generic algorithm which can
easily be implemented in a PDE pricing framework
to take the digital risk of a product into account for
pricing and hedging. Here, one can simply control
the gap risk by setting a delta limit which may be
determined by the liquidity of the traded underly-
ing. Since we are modifying the solution at certain
time slices within the PDE solution method, one
may raise the question how this process is influ-
enced by the time step size. Here, numerical exper-
iments indicate that it is robust w.r.t. to time step
size. It turned out that the method presented in this
paper produces much lower prices than the classi-
cal approach by simply shifting the barrier. This
is an important feature since this price difference
directly reflects the cost of hedging the managed
product and can be interpreted as the premium paid
to get insurance against the gap risk. In this sense
one has to pay a lower premium using the generic
method compared to the simple shifting methodol-
ogy.

To show the impact using this management
technique we presented some hedging backtests
for a DOP showing a significant reduction of VaR
and Expected Shortfall compared to the unman-
aged strategy.

Finally we discussed how this technique may
be carried over to Monte Carlo pricing for auto-
callable products and showed promising results for
a two dimensional structure with four redemption
dates. However, how to deal with barrier manage-
ment in the MC setting in a more general way such
as for continuous barriers is still open and remains
future work.
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Figure 1. DOP: price surfaces without barrier management (left), �max = 4 (middle)

and their difference (right).

Figure 2. P&L distribution for the DOP for unmanaged security (left) and managed

(right). The bottom row is a close up of the top row with focus on rare events.


